**Status:** New  
**Priority:** Normal  
**Assignee:** Juliana Fajardini Reichow  
**Category:**  
**Target version:** 7.0rc1  
**Affected Versions:**  
**Effort:**  
**Difficulty:**  
**Label:**  

**Description**  
Especially with regards to:  
- frame logger  
- impact in rule writing (with the frame keyword or frame semantics/syntax)...  

**Related issues:**  
Related to Task #5050: rules/frames: settle on rule syntax  
Related to Feature #4980: doc/frames: document frame rule keyword  

**History**  
**#1 - 03/07/2022 06:18 PM - Juliana Fajardini Reichow**  
- Subject changed from Add userguide about PDU stream support to userguide: add sections about frame support  
- Assignee set to Juliana Fajardini Reichow  

**#2 - 03/07/2022 06:19 PM - Juliana Fajardini Reichow**  
- Description updated  
- Target version changed from TBD to 7.0rc1  

**#3 - 03/07/2022 06:22 PM - Juliana Fajardini Reichow**  
- Related to Task #5050: rules/frames: settle on rule syntax added  
- Related to Feature #4980: doc/frames: document frame rule keyword added